One of the main goals of LHC is the discovery of new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (BSM). Many strategies to get a hint of NP have been proposed and studied: one of these is the search for events in which two same-sign leptons are present. This topology is very rare in the Standard Model, while it is present in many BSM models. An inclusive search for the presence of new physics in events with two isolated same sign leptons, using 5.0 f b −1 of data taken in 2011 by CMS is presented. The observed data are compatible with the predictions of the SM. The results are interpreted in terms of limits of a supersymmetric model.
Introduction
An inclusive search for the presence of NP is presented in events with two isolated same sign leptons (SSDL), using the first 5.0 f b −1 of certified CMS data taken in 2011 [1] . For a detailed description of the CMS detector at LHC see [2] . The analysis was performed for the search of same sign eτ, µτ and ττ leptons, with high p T and in events with transverse missing energy and no requests on jet multiplicity. The production of two leptons with the same charge is very rare in the Standard Model, while it is present in many BSM models, as susy models [3] [4], models with heavy Majorana neutrinos [5] or models with fourth generation d-type quarks [6] . In CMS, several searches have been focused on the study of susy models with new heavy strongly interacting particles, that can be produced with large cross sections and hence could be easily seen with early LHC data [7] . On the contrary electroweak production of sparticles does not yield to large hadronic activity. In this case a cleaner final topology is present, but paying this feature by having lower cross sections. Here a simplified model, the chargino-neutralino pair production [8] is studied. In this model a chargino and a neutralino can be produced from a proton-proton collision and then decay giving a final state with three charged leptons, a neutrino and two neutralinos; the latter, being stable particles, elude the detector giving the missing energy of the event (together with the neutrino), see figure 1 . If the slepton˜ and the neutralinoχ 0 2 have similar masses, one of the leptons can be produced with a low transverse momentum and can be not seen by the detector, so that in the final state there are two same sign leptons. This search is focalized on the so-called τ-enriched scenario, i.e. a scenario in which the chargino decays exclusively to τ leptons and the neutralino decays democratically, i.e. with the same probability to the three leptons. Considering this the SSDL final state will be: pp→e ± τ ± , µ ± τ ± , τ ± τ ± + MET , where MET stands for missing transverse energy and where the τ decay hadronically. This final state topology search will be combined with the results from the three leptons with transverse mass topology results. 
Experimental strategy
Leptons that pass the selection can be divided in two categories: fake leptons are leptons that we considered as background and can both be objects that are wrongly reconstructed as leptons or genuine leptons from heavy-flavor decay; prompt leptons, that is leptons from W, Z or NP particles decays, which are properly the signal we are looking for. From this definition, the following three sources of background can be defined and studied separately:
• Events with one real lepton and hadronic activity that mimics the τ (ttbar, W+jets, QCD): this background is evaluated using the tight-to-loose method
• Events where opposite sign leptons are present (tt or Drell-Yan events), but where the τ is reconstructed with the wrong charge (the electron and µ charge mis-identification rates are negligible compared to the τ one)
• Events with two prompt same sign leptons coming from SM processes; the main contribution is from the production of two gauge bosons that decay leptonically (qq → W Z, ZZ)
The signal region is defined requesting for high transverse missing energy, i.e. MET > 200 GeV. while the validation of the background evaluation methods is done in different regions of MET.
In figure 2 this validation is shown, comparing the background prediction (for the three different background sources) with the observations. A good agreement is present for all the MET spectrum.
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Results
In table 3 the result in the signal region is shown. No excess of events is seen in the observation compared with the prediction, i.e. 3.5 ± 0.5(stat) ± 1.5(syst) events are predicted, while 2 events are observed. Since no excess of events is seen in the observed yield, a 95 % CL upper limit is set. In figure 3 the 95% CL upper limit on chargino-neutralino production cross section times branching fraction is shown in a plane of the two free parameters of the model: the masses of the chargino and of the neutralino, mχ ± the slepton mass two different values are taken, parametrized by ml
, with x = 0.25 and 0.75. In figure 3 , both the limits from the SSDL and the three leptons plus missing transverse energy searches are shown. The combined results probe charginos/neutralinos up to about 400 GeV.
Conclusions
Supersymmetry is one of the favored extension of the SM at higher energy. Early search at CMS focused on the search of strongly interacting particles that can be produced with large cross sections, so that models with electroweak production of sparticles could have eluded detection in early searches. Here a search for the model known as chargino-neutralino pair production, i.e. for one important process of the electroweak sector of supersymmetry is shown. No excess above the standard model expectations is observed, so that the results are used to exclude a range of chargino and neutralino masses till about 400 GeV.
